
“God is a Number endowed with motion, which is 
felt but not demonstrated. As Unity, it begins 

the Numbers, with which it has nothing in 
common. . . . . The existence of the Number 
depends on Unity, which, without a single 
Number, begets them all.” Honoré de Balzac

























one (n.) 
c.1200, from Old English an (adjective, pronoun, noun) "one," 
from Proto-Germanic *ainaz (cognates: Old Norse einn, Danish 
een, Old Frisian an, Dutch een, German ein, Gothic ains), from 
PIE *oi-no- "one, unique" (cognates: Greek oinos "ace (on 
dice);" Latin unus "one;" Old Persian aivam; Old Church Slavonic 
-inu, ino-; Lithuanian vienas; Old Irish oin; Breton un "one"). 

Originally pronounced as it still is in only, and in dialectal good 
'un, young 'un, etc.; the now-standard pronunciation "wun" 
began c.14c. in southwest and west England (Tyndale, a 
Gloucester man, spells it won in his Bible translation), and it 
began to be general 18c. Use as indefinite pronoun influenced by 
unrelated French on and Latin homo. 

http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?term=one&allowed_in_frame=0
http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?term=one&allowed_in_frame=0




 
“In order to become the knower of ALL SELF thou hast first of self to be 

the knower. 
To reach the knowledge of that self, thou hast to give up Self to Non-Self, 

Being to Non-Being, ...” H.P. Blavatsky, Voice of the Silence
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•“God is a Number endowed with 
motion, which is felt but not 
demonstrated. As Unity, it begins the 
Numbers, with which it has nothing in 
common. . . . . The existence of the 
Number depends on Unity, which, 
without a single Number, begets them 
all.” Balzac



“Having pervaded the universe with a 
fragment of Myself, I remain” Bhagavad Gita



•“Then He realized, I am indeed 
this Creation for I have poured it 
forth from Myself, and in that 
way He became this creation, 
and verily, He who knows this in 
this Creation, becomes a 
Creator.” Upanishads 



I Am That I Am



I Am That 
I Am





अहम्



111111111 x 111111111 = 12345678987654321
therefore

 12345678987654321 ÷ 111111111 = 111111111





• Fohat is:
1.  That which links spirit to matter
2. The dynamic energy of cosmic ideation
3. The intelligent medium and guiding power 
of all manifestation

4 The mysterious link between mind and 
matter

5. The animating principle electrifying every 
atom into life” The Secret Doctrine, v.1 p. 16











“This first Sefirah represents the primal 
stirrings of intent in the Ain Soph, or the 
arousal of desire to come forth into the 
varied life of being. But in this sense, 
although it contains all the potential for 
content, it contains no content itself, and 
is therefore called 'Nothing', 'The Hidden 
Light', 'The air that cannot be grasped'.”
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“One of the four Lipika Lords, Who stand nearest to our planetary 
Logos, is called "The Living Serpent," and His emblem is a serpent 
of blue with one eye, in the form of a ruby, in its head. Students 
who care to carry the symbology a little further can connect this 
idea with the "eye of Shiva" which sees and knows all, and records 
all…” AAB, ‘A TreatiseOn Cosmic Fire’





ॐ (AUM) = Primordial Sound

अ#तर#ग (antaranga) = inner body or inner nature, feelings, inside
अ#तग'त (antargata) = internal
अ#बा (ambaa) = mother
अक+मष# (akalmashham) = freed from all past sinful reactions
अकारः (akaarah) = the first letter
अगम (agama) = proof of the trustworthiness of a source of knowledge
अ/# (agram) = at the tip
अचल# (achalam) = unmoving
अचलः (achalah) = immovable
अचला (achalaa) = unflinching
अचापल# (achaapalam) = determination
अजगरः (ajagarah) = (m) python
अण5 (anu) = atom
अनघ (anagha) = O sinless one
अन8त (ananta) = infinite, a name of Vishnu
अन8त# (anantam) = unlimited
अन8यमनसः (ananyamanasah) = without deviation of the mind
अन8यया (ananyayaa) = unalloyed, undeviating
अनल (anala) = fire
अनह<कारः (anaha.nkaarah) = being without false egoism
अनामय# (anaamayam) = without miseries
अनाहत (anaahata) = unbeaten
अ8तःकरण (antahkarana) = Mind
अ8तर<ग (antaranga) = the practices of pranayama and pratyahara
अ8तरा=मना (antaraatmanaa) = within himself
अ8तरा=मा (antaraatmaa) = the inner self, residing in the heart
अपय>?त# (aparyaaptam) = immeasurable









“In connection with Aries, which 
expresses or is the agent primarily of the 
first Ray of Will or Power, the ray of the 
destroyer, it should be stated that first 
ray energy comes from the divine 
Prototype in the Great Bear, that it 
becomes transmuted into the force and 
activity of the planetary Logos of the 
first ray.” AAB, Esoteric Astrology











“Finally comes that mysterious process 
wherein the soul becomes so absorbed 
into that supreme Reality and Synthesis 
through Identification that even the 
consciousness of the group fades out.  
Naught is then known save Deity,— no 
separation of any part, no lesser 
syntheses, and no divisions or 
differentiations.” AAB, Esoteric Psychology 2





“No initiate on the planet can identify 
himself with the consciousness of that 
Identified Being Who, speaking in the 
Bhagavad Gita, says: “Having 
pervaded the entire universe with a 
fragment of Myself, I remain.” 

  AAB, Esoteric Psychology 1





“Whenever one moves out of the field 
of the transcendent, one comes into 
the field of the pairs of opposites. 
One has eaten from the tree of 
knowledge and everything becomes 
dual. Male and female, past and 
future, right and wrong...”Joseph Campbell from 

the video, “The Power of Myth”



1. . . . The last vibration of the seventh eternity thrills through infinitude. 
The mother swells, expanding from within without, like the bud of the 
lotus.

2. The vibration sweeps along, touching with its swift wing the whole 
universe and the germ that dwelleth in darkness: the darkness that 
breathes over the slumbering waters of life. . .

3. Darkness radiates light, and light drops one solitary ray into the 
mother-deep. The ray shoots through the virgin egg, the ray causes the 
eternal egg to thrill, and drop the non-eternal germ, which condenses 
into the world-egg. 

6. The root of life was in every drop of the ocean of immortality, and the 
ocean was radiant light, which was fire, and heat, and motion. Darkness 
vanished and was no more; it disappeared in its own essence, the body 
of fire and water, of father and mother. Stanza 3 from the Stanzas of Dzyan in the SD





“…Let the group know there is no 
color, only light, and then let darkness 
take the place of light, hiding all 
difference, blotting out all form.” 
AAB, Rays and Initiations





“Its opposite poles remember 
their source and attract each 
other in an attempt to merge 
and return to the state of 
unity. The dyad simultaneously 
divides and unites, repels and 
attracts…” Beginner’s Guide to the Universe, by Michael Schneider



The dual forces on the plane 
(whereon the vital power must 
be sought) are seen; the two 
paths face the solar Angel; the 
poles vibrate.  A choice 
confronts the one who 
meditates. Rule Seven from A Treatise On White Magic

















“The outstanding influence in our solar 
system, is the great cosmic second Ray of 
Love-Wisdom, a dual ray— that is, a ray 
combining two great cosmic principles and 
energies.” Esoteric Psychology v.1, p.334



One fish stands for the soul and the other 
for the personality or form nature, and 
between them is to be found the "thread or 
sutratma," the silver cord which keeps them 
bound to each other throughout the cycle of 
manifested life. Later on, upon the reversed 
wheel, the personality is brought into 
captivity by the soul, but for long aeons the 
situation is reversed and the soul is the 
prisoner of the personality. Esoteric Astrology
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"Let the disciple seize hold of the tail of the serpent 
of wisdom, and having with firmness grasped it, let 
him follow it into the deepest centre of the Hall of 
Wisdom. Let him not be betrayed into the trap set 
for him by the serpent of illusion, but let him shut 
his eyes to the colourful tracery upon its back, and 
his ears to the melody of its voice.  Let him discern 
the jewel, set in the forehead of the serpent whose 
tail he holds, and by its radiance traverse the miry 
halls of maya." AAB, ‘A Treatise On White Magic’





a. The serpent of matter lies coiled.
b. This serpent is transformed into 
the serpent of wisdom.
c. The serpent of wisdom is 
translated and becomes the “dragon 
of living light”. AAB, Esoteric Healing



There is a field that lies
 beyond right and wrong.
I will meet you there. Rumi


